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Nextinnos Technologies Pvt.
Ltd. is a leading IT service and
product delivery ﬁrm, for the
last four years we are serving
our global customers come
from a wide range of industries
and with varying requirements.
With our core expertise and
deep domain knowledge we
gained satisﬁed clients by
delivering quality solutions.
We provide technology support
and branding assistance, for
your perfect scalability.
Innovation is technology
having creative fun!

Our Mission
To deliver reliable solutions and quality services
to make 'satisﬁed clients' through 'happy
teammates'.

Our Vision
Innovation is technology having creative fun.
We would like to place Nextinnos with a well
written signature for delivering user depending
innovative solutions. Welcoming technology
updates to serve our prospective clients with
quality in time.

Our
Beginning
We started our operations as
Richinnovations in 2015 January 1st.
After incubation in Technopark we
owned our space inside Technopark
itself, now we are rebranding our
service for a better establishment,
yes its NextInnos.

Our Quality
Keeping up with quality standards is of primary
importance at nextinnos. We assure nearly
100 percent accuracy and security for any of
our services and projects with our reliable
solutions and it’s after services. This has gained
us premium clients across the globe. Stringent
testing in our solutions helps us to deliver
superﬁne solutions to our customers. We
communicate clearly and consider customer
satisfaction and happiness of our clients as the
key element in our success and growth.

who we
are

How we
do it

We are a leading service and product delivery
ﬁrm, with experience and expertise to offer our
clients with innovative custom applications in
various technical platforms and also provide
various management systems essential to our
client’s businesses. Our global clients come
from a wide range of industries and with
varying requirements. We take pride in fulﬁlling
our commitments on time, on budget and with
quality.

what we
d0
Innovations electrify us. Here we let our minds
free to pursue dreams and implement ideas
on a technology platform and deliver novel
solutions to global users. At NextInnos, we
provide IT services like websites, web apps,
Ecommerce, marketplace, several back ofﬁce
and HR resources, Android & iOS mobile Apps
and custom app development. Along with this
we offer retail, Ecommerce, hospitality and
educational domains.

Initial meeting & idea sharing
The ﬁnal step involves actual deployment of the software in the client’s
organization. After installing the software, we will give detailed training to
your employees about how to use the software. In addition to that we will also
provide maintenance and support for the software. For support, we can provide
a dedicated support team.

R.d & planning
The second step involves collecting the required data from the client side and its
proper planning, our team do detailed R&D to make the solution better. It includes
knowing the actual operation and the process involved in the organization. The
main reason for this data collection is to customize the software as per the needs
of the client’s organization.

feedback & confirmation
This step involves preparing a detailed documentation of the operation and
process involved in the day-to-day management of the organization. It also
involves proposing a solution as per the particular needs of organization and
proposed changes that may happen once the software is installed. Will include
the client feedback and conﬁrm the same.

Development & Deployment
The fourth step involves commencing the actual development of the software by
our team. Once the work has been started we will issue a module-wise release of
the software to the client. During this time the client gets an opportunity to test
the application from the initial level so that they can monitor the software from
the beginning and make any changes that they may deem ﬁt.

Supoort & Maintenance
The ﬁnal step involves actual deployment of the software in the client’s
organization. After installing the software, we will give detailed training to
your employees about how to use the software. In addition to that we will also
provide maintenance and support for the software. For support, we can provide
a dedicated support team.

Technology
betterment for you

Digitalizing your
brand Identity

Mobile App Development

seo_search engine optimization

Our creative and R&D team collect speciﬁc requirement, whether to go for a
native development or a cross-platform or hybrid approach. We also suggest on
what platform to hit ﬁrst, whether it would be iOS or Android or Windows or all of
them, depending on the type of application and your target users. Our approach
helps our customers in getting to market quickly and budget their investments in
areas that would beneﬁt them most.

All you had to do was just add keywords to your title tags and content and header
tags – get a few back links and you get a good ranking. However, over the past
few years phenomenal changes have been made to the search engines as to how
they should react to a search results when someone does a search. There are
several hundreds of factors/elements used by the search engines to determine
how your site should fare in the results. Some of the more recent additions to
these factors include speed of the site, responsiveness of the site, content and
its quality, authority, and quality of technical code. So it is really important that a
through audit be done on the site before starting an SEO.

Web Development
Our motto is to focus on your (our client’s) goals, blending it with innovative
solutions, strong research and QC mechanisms. We deliver solutions within your
time and ﬂexible budget. We keep you ahead of your business competitors.

Ecommerce Development (web & Mobile)
Every business has its own processes, goals and business strategies, so when
looking for an eCommerce platform your requirements will also be unique to your
business. Nextinnos will work with you to understand and solve your problems,
whilst increasing conversion rates, streamline business processes and reducing
overheads.

Social Media promotion
Social proﬁles such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and many other networks are
simply a part of daily life for millions – in fact, billions – of us. The ubiquitous
use of Facebook extends to more than a quarter of the earth's population- that’s
more than 2 billion active users. With such a far-reaching scope, it’s no wonder
that these networks have become such a valuable tool for businesses.

RANKING &
ANALYTICS

Blockchain Development (R & D)
Blockchain is the technology which powers cryptocurrency. Nextinnos have also
forayed into the ﬁeld of cryptocurrency and also in projects related to blockchain
management. Our team has done projects related to an internationally reputed
cryptocurrency and now has over a year experience in the ﬁeld of digital currency
and blockchain management.

WEB
DEVELOPMENT

SEO

CUSTOM CODING

SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION

SEO TAGS
GLOBAL
SEARCH

weB Designing &
Development

e-commerce & marketplace
development (nex-cart)

We are experts in developing end to end applications
based on web technologies. We combine strong
technological insight together with business visions
to deliver you the accurate inputs across product life
cycle. We use web technologies like PHP HTML, CSS
and Javascript to deliver on-the-go access via wide
range of devices. Our web applications/sites on the
web help them to be highly ﬂexible while reducing
the maintenance costs.
Choose the perfect website designing company to
hand over your dream projects is the crucial point. It
like you are associating with a solid team that you can
depend on. With some planning and focus, before long
you can have a team (designer, developer, SEO experts,
graphic designers, right sources) to rival your biggest
competitors, at a fraction of the cost. Once you have
the team, you have the leverage, that's what we are.

NextInnos is a leading provider of eCommerce
solutions for B2B and B2C eCommerce businesses.
Our comprehensive and complete online retail
systems comprising web and mobile platforms attract
customers and encourage conversion. We provide
customer-friendly, Device compactible, brand-focused
website and mobile solutions. Ecommerce has
become a symbol of business success,and a majority
of customers take it for granted that most merchants
and brand labels today will have an online site
to receive product orders. Pulse Solutions has an
enviable record of building successful storefronts
online for both new merchants and well established
companies.

node

css

A well-structured e-commerce site will enrich the user
experience with faster loading times,
better access to content and products, and improve
Search Engine visibility. Whether you only have a
single item or many items to sell online or you want
to sell hundreds of items through a shopping cart
and online store we can produce the solution you
need. Our e-commerce
systems are built using the latest web standards
and Accessibility guidelines, enabling your
e-commerce site to achieve higher search engine
positioning,increasing site exposure, driving more
visitors to your on-line shop and increasing your
sales.

mobile App
Development
Our Mobile App team has expertise in developing any
requirements to uplift your business to the next level.
Our remarkable mobile app development services can
support your products ranging from web integration
to a mobile portal. We are focusing more to provide
mobile applications and attractive UI designs and User
Experiences to make your customers close with the app
features.
Our creative and R&D team collect speciﬁc requirement,
whether to go for a native development or a
cross-platform or hybrid approach. We also suggest on
what platform to hit ﬁrst, whether it would be iOS or
Android or Windows or all of them, depending on the
type of application and your target users. Our approach
helps our customers in getting to market quickly and
budget their investments in areas that would beneﬁt
them most.
We are capable to manage existing applications, such as
web applications or existing mobile applications. Adding
new features or revamping existing applications with
additional modules or replicating existing application for
new platform.

Ios App
development
We are leading iOs App Development
Company providing on-time and quality
iPhone app development services through
its qualiﬁed development team. Our team
of expert developers and designers analyze
client-requirements whereas our R&D
team provide useful marketing insights and
technology suggestions to help client launch a
user friendly iPhone/ iPad app successfully in
the market.

Android App
development
We hold the best Android technology expertise
for your Android app development project
with cost efﬁcient and reliable android app
development services. Our Android app
developers and UX designers got several
years of expertise in designing intuitive and
highly engaging custom built UI & scalable
applications for the Android platform and
are available to meet your Android app
development needs.

nex-cart_ E - commerce Solution
nexCart is a ready to deliver E-Commerce solution for any business owner who
can turn their shops into online stores. Through nexCart, anyone can place their
own mobile apps in Google play and App store (Android & iOs version) and can
sell their products through mobile apps. Admin will have a web based backend
control panel to manage the entire products, categories, sales, orders, status,
shipping, and payment details.

Clinic MAnagement System
Our system is a web-based clinic management system designed to easily
manage a clinic business anywhere and anytime you need. We got provision to
manage multiple branches through a single application, along with its easy to
manage a single ofﬁce only through ofﬂine implementation. It's a user-friendly,
feature-packed solution that offers superior security, performance and reliability.

Restaurant Management system
Our fully integrated Intuitive Restaurant Management Software is suitable to work
in restaurants, bars, hotels, quick service restaurant, delivery and other operations.
Its simple approach, ease of use and rock-solid reliability makes nexRMS a great
system for your business growth.

Our
Products

Learning Management system
LMS is simply a software system that delivers courseware plus e-tutoring over
the Internet. Learning management system (LMS) is a software application or
Web-based technology used to plan, implement, and assess a speciﬁc learning
process. Typically, a learning management system provides an instructor with
a way to create and deliver content, monitor student participation, and assess
student performance.

Custom Erp Solution (nexerp)

Interview Management system

Our ERP system is driven by our deep expertise and cross industry experience
and global delivery model. We provide you a pano-view of your enterprise
and enable you to optimize your processes and help you to transform your
organization with well deﬁned, simpliﬁed and power-packed offerings which
take your business to the next level.

Our mission is to deliver quality solution to organizations by providing screened
and curated candidates using our Video Technology Platform and a Freelance
Interviewer Marketplace. For a consultancy or for an MNC its a nutshell to keep
an efﬁcient talent pool always. We here helps you for breaking it effectively,
starting from the call for option our application is capable to handle the complete
candidates.

Custom
erp Solution
Our ERP system is driven by our deep expertise and cross
industry experience and global delivery model. We provide you
a pano-view of your enterprise and enable you to optimize your
processes and help you to transform your organization with well
deﬁned, simpliﬁed and power-packed offerings which take your
business to the next level.

Versions Available for
General trading
Clinic
Construction
Production
Restaurant
Hotels

Scan For Live Demo

Core Features
Data Security
Our ERP solution has state of the
art security features that provides
high-end security to all its users. All
user data are technically encrypted
and even if your system gets hacked,
it will not possible for hackers to
decrypt it.

Online Hosting (CLOUD server)

Product Website:
www.nexerp.app

We supports live server hosting for
users. Online hosting allows users
to access the data from anywhere in
the world. For medium or dedicated
ofﬁce purpose, ofﬂine version is also
available.

Offline Hosting (lan)

Manage Multiple office

Our system supports ofﬂine server
hosting (LAN) for users who have no
internet connection in their ofﬁce. It
is ideal for ofﬁces that run on a string
budget. It provides the same option
as that that of online hosting at a low
cost.

Our ERP helps to manage multiple
ofﬁces using the same software even
if the ofﬁces is in different locations.

Multi Language

Manage Multiple Business

We provide multiple languages as
per the needs of the customers. The
current language includes English
and Arabic; however more languages
can be integrated in the future as per
the need of the customers.

It also helps to manage multiple
businesses using the same software.
It is possible to manage business
even if it deals with different types of
operations.

User Alert & Notifications

User Activity Tracking

Our solutions provide user alerts
and notiﬁcations for all reports
including notiﬁcation for internal
approval. Users can also get custom
notiﬁcations in their mobile and PC
regarding any need the user might
have.

Our solution helps to track any
changes that are made to the
software. A complete report (user log)
of all activities done by any particular
can be checked. It can remove any
malpractices that can happen in the
ofﬁce.

Integrate with mobile App

Hardware Integration possible

Our system has the provision to
integrate the software with mobile
application. Once integrated, the
users can check any data on the go
from anywhere in the world.

Our system provides for hardware
integration to the software. This
includes integrating billing machine,
weighing machine etc. with the
software.

effective approval system

Bill Uploading Provision

We provide effective approval system
for the purpose of approving a
payment or work ﬂow from superior
ofﬁcers. This helps in the smooth
functioning of the organization.

Our system provides you the provision
for uploading the scanned copy of
bills, vouchers, and invoice along with
the transaction bill.

Contact
us
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India
-2 Floor, TEJASWINI,
TECHNOPARK,
TRIVANDRUM – 695581,
KERALA, INDIA.
sales@nextinnos.com
+914714014698

Uk (United Kingdom)

UAe

Australia

Japan

AINTREE BUSINESS CENTRE,
STOPGATE LANE, LIVERPOOL,
L9-6AW. UNITED KINGDOM

POST BOX 37042,
AL QOUZ INDUSTRIAL AREA,
DUBAI, U.A.E.

53 PETERS DRIVE,
CABOOLTURE 4510,
AUSTRALIA.

james@nextinnos.com
+44 7846 402604

lovebin@nextinnos.com
+971 504001107

sajith@nextinnos.com
+61 413 407 783

331-0823
SAITAMA KEN SAITAMA SHI,
KITAKU,NISSHINCHO
NICHOME 1725-3,
YAMAZAKI,HEIGHTS 103, JAPAN
deepak@nextinnos.com
+81 70-3850-5962

Build. brand.grow with us
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